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Dear Authors,

Overall, a comprehensive and informative case study which combines a wide variety of
remote sensing (legacy geophysics, UAS-based magnetics, ground magnetics, UAS-based
multispectral) and laboratory measurements (petrophysical measurements, borehole
logging, mineralogical SEM analyses) to further the exploration understanding of Ni-Cu-Co-
PGE-Au mineralization at Qullissat, Disko Island, Greenland. The manuscript provides a
detailed summary and combination of several state-of-the-art exploration methods and
discussion on how these methods were used and combined to improve mineral exploration
within challenging/remote terrains.

Listed are some minor comments that would help clarify and improve the manuscript.
These comments are listed based on the page numbering, line numbering in SE-21-133.

(Page 8, Line 225) – Briefly state whether the UAS-based magnetic flight lines were
draped over the topography model.

(Page 9, Line 230) - What was this 1-5 nT magnetic noise in the raw data mainly from…
platform electromagnetic interference, sensor motion? Briefly state the reason for the
magnetic noise...

(Page 10, Figure 2) – Make the outlines a different color than the data you present in
Figure 2a. Both present light blue and purple colored data and figure outlines, which are
challenging to differentiate. Check color contrasts and consistencies in other figures.



(Page 19, Figure 17) – In the three depth slides, the magmatic body shifts to the West
and changes shape slightly with increasing depth (surface to 100 m below surface) as
would be expected given the topography and horizontal nature of the formation. However,
the magnetization anomalies associated to points A and B remain larger unchanged in
shape, position, and magnetization strength. Why is this the case? If they are assumed to
be blocks of the main sill that slide down the hillside (Page 27, Ln 610) or anthropogenic
sources, would it be expected that the magnetization would remain unchanged and extend
to depth? Maybe a brief sentence or comment clarifying or addressing these assumed
point source anomalies and how they interact with the inversion models.
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